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Recommended for ages 9 years and up. The Usborne Illustrated Elementary Math tells it straight

and simple, explaining everything children and parents need in order to understand basic level

math. This book will help to lay a firm foundation for confidence and success in math. Readers can

dip in for quick explanations or work through by subject to build up knowledge step-by-step. The title

has clear definitions of over 450 key terms and concepts, hundreds of useful examples and

illustrations and links to the best math websites the internet has to offer.
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Recommended for ages 9 years and up. The Usborne Illustrated Elementary Math tells it straight

and simple, explaining everything children and parents need in order to understand basic level

math. This book will help to lay a firm foundation for confidence and success in math. Readers can

dip in for quick explanations or work through by subject to build up knowledge step-by-step. The title

has clear definitions of over 450 key terms and concepts, hundreds of useful examples and

illustrations and links to the best math websites the internet has to offer.

This is one of three Usborne math books that we recently purchased. None of them disappointed!



Even though one of them won't be used by my children for a few years due to the advanced level, I

can already recognize the value it will provide.I should add that our two oldest children (grades 3

and 1) are not 'naturals' in math. It's been a struggle. I highly recommend the Usborne math books

as they were an instant hit, and made a rather trying subject fun - and many of the things in the

book really did stick!This is typically colorful and visually appealing to my children, and makes even

'advanced' concepts easy for them to understand. Super!

I love this book. I teach third grade and my friend teaches fifth. It is good for both those grades.

Great simple definitions and explanations.

I highly reccomend this book to all students and parents.

On time order.....it's what I was always looking for.....! It will really help your child, and anyone (any

age group) that has hardship understanding math. It deserves 5 Stars :-)

This is a great book to re-familiarize yourself with the new math. Recommended to me by a College

Math Professor.

Young children, whose abstract reasoning abilities are only starting to develop, benefit from

concrete representation and visualizations of otherwise abstract math concepts. This book includes

a good exposition of series and geometry. The colorful illustrations are pleasing to the eye.

If you have a kid struggling with math, this is a great resource.

Love this it is easy to understand and gives my daughter a great go to when she is uncertain about

a mathematical procedure. I was disappointed that it was a soft back book and a bit smaller then I

expected
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